WARRANTY: CARE AND MAINTENANCE

We warranty our work against cracking or peeling from the date of
completion for ( ) years. Rental Properties (one) and Commercial (one) year.
Bathroom Sinks, Tile Shower pans, have a warranty of (one) year.
Due to the amount of wear most kitchen Sinks, floor Soap Dish Holder, spot
repairs and Drain Pipes receive they do not have a warranty at all.
If fixtures do require a touch-up and fall within the limits of this warranty, all
work and material will be supplied at no cost to you. Chips from impacts are
not covered on warranty.

• We do not warranty rust repairs.
******Caulking Your Tub and Shower
Caulking the connection between your shower walls and tub prevents leaks
and reduces mildew buildup. Removing old caulk and re caulking joints
between tiles and your tub is an annual bathroom maintenance job.
This Guarantee does not apply to customer neglect of the above listed items
suck repair Will be the responsibility of customer and not the refinisher..
The warranty is not in force if…DO NOT USE
* Suction-cup bathmats pillows, soap dishes or similar are not to be used on
the tub. We offer an anti-slip surface as a viable alternate.
* Customers may not use Comet, Ajax, Ka boom or other abrasive cleaners,
acids, toilet bowl cleaners or any product not designed specifically for
bathroom fixture cleaning is used on the tub.
* Customers may not use scrubbing sponges, steel wool, sand paper or
other gritty object is used to clean the tub.

* The tub is used within 24 hours after the refinishing process is
completed.
* Customer uses tools, ladders or other heavy objects in the tub, or dropped
on the tub, or knocked against it.

LONG TERM CARE
Please use non-abrasive cleaners such as Scrubbing Bubbles, Lysol Tub &

Tile, Mr. Clean Eraser or Dawn Dish Soap.
This will protect your new finish. We are not
responsible for dust particles that may fall into the tub while the new finish is
Drying Most particles caught in the drying topcoat will be removed naturally
in the process of normal cleaning after it has been refinished.
‘Picking’ at spots will not be covered and is not responsible for any damage
caused by the removal of tape by the property owner. However, all possible
precautions will be taken to prevent this from happening.
Failure to follow care and maintenance instructions will void this warranty.
This warranty is non-transferable.
**wax tubs once every 6 months with a wax product (turtle wax 2001) you
should wax tub five days (see polishing instruction)
Remember if you treat your new surface with respect clean it regularly, and
fallow the above guidelines, your fixture will stay shiny and bright, and give
you many years of trouble-free service.

THANK YOU.

In Touch Refinishing

